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n.f. s. grundtvig and the concept of love. introduction - ole nyborg: n.f. s. grundtvig and the concept of
love - page 2 of 18 olenyborg@mail about a life after death. this lutheran christianity has been life-less, dead,
and spirit-less! we are reborn to eternal life and transformed in this life 3. in his the christian child’s learning,
grundtvig attacks as violently the lutherans as the so-called “papists ”4. s. a. j. bradley, n. f. s. grundtvig:
a life recalled - know who grundtvig was and what he wrote, but have been sorely limited by the lack of
english translations of his work. it has taken a long time, but at last a major work has appeared that should fill
much of that gap. authored by the english anglo-saxonist scholar s. a. j. bradley, this volume n. f. s. grundtvig:
a life recalled (2008) is truly the reverend dr. peter christian kierkegaard’s “about and ... - 4. most
resources on grundtvig and grundtvigianism are in danish, although some suggestions for further reading
about the topic in english include a. m. allchin, n. f. s. grundtvig: an introduction to his life and work (london:
darton, longman and todd, 1997); a. m. allchin and others, eds., heritage and the deep coinherence: a
chinese appreciation of n.f.s ... - the deep coinherence: a chinese appreciation of n.f.s. grundtvig’s public
theology by wen, ge august 2013 . ii table of contents abbreviations glossary 1. introduction /1 1.1. motivation
/1 1.2. key themes and concepts /3 1.3. methods, structure, and language /4 ... the school for life: n. f. s.
grundtvig on education for the people. edited ... in all its splendour now the sun shines dspacebrary.uu - in all its splendour now the sun shines.* ... chapter 1: introduction n.f.s. grundtvig: homo
universalis, a prophet of the north or a monster? n.f.s. grundtvig (1783-1872) is a man with a lot of different
faces. ... the danish life of the nineteenth century, but his theological, educational and political john kemble’s
curious acquaintance: n. f. s. grundtvig and ... - a. j. bradley, n. f. s. grundtvig, a life recalled: an
anthology of biographical source-texts (Århus, 2008), p. 275. where grundtvig life is hereafter cited, a
translation of the wider context of the danish quotation can be found, together with notes concerning sources
and chronology. grundtvig in transnational exchange - pure - grundtvig in transnational exchange . in
cooperation with: university of cape town . university of hamburg . ... the following is the introduction to the
three day meeting hosted by the university of aarhus together ... the school for life. n.f.s. grundtvig on
education for the people, ed. by broadbridge, warren and jonas . 3. an american perspective of the impact
of n. f. s. - an american perspective of the impact of n. f. s. grundtvig’s educational ideas on people and
enlightenment summary observations at the launch of the school for life by clay warren
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